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Abstract

Background: Inertial measurement of motion with Attitude and Heading Reference Systems (AHRS) is emerging as an
alternative to 3D motion capture systems in biomechanics. The objectives of this study are: 1) to describe the absolute and
relative accuracy of multiple units of commercially available AHRS under various types of motion; and 2) to evaluate the
effect of motion velocity on the accuracy of these measurements.

Methods: The criterion validity of accuracy was established under controlled conditions using an instrumented Gimbal
table. AHRS modules were carefully attached to the center plate of the Gimbal table and put through experimental static
and dynamic conditions. Static and absolute accuracy was assessed by comparing the AHRS orientation measurement to
those obtained using an optical gold standard. Relative accuracy was assessed by measuring the variation in relative
orientation between modules during trials.

Findings: Evaluated AHRS systems demonstrated good absolute static accuracy (mean error , 0.5o) and clinically
acceptable absolute accuracy under condition of slow motions (mean error between 0.5o and 3.1o). In slow motions, relative
accuracy varied from 2o to 7o depending on the type of AHRS and the type of rotation. Absolute and relative accuracy were
significantly affected (p,0.05) by velocity during sustained motions. The extent of that effect varied across AHRS.

Interpretation: Absolute and relative accuracy of AHRS are affected by environmental magnetic perturbations and
conditions of motions. Relative accuracy of AHRS is mostly affected by the ability of all modules to locate the same global
reference coordinate system at all time.

Conclusions: Existing AHRS systems can be considered for use in clinical biomechanics under constrained conditions of use.
While their individual capacity to track absolute motion is relatively consistent, the use of multiple AHRS modules to
compute relative motion between rigid bodies needs to be optimized according to the conditions of operation.
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Introduction

Mobility is a fundamental part of self-care activities and

instrumental activities of daily living within an individual’s place

of residence or the community. It is achieved through coordinated

physiological and mechanical interactions between bones, muscles,

ligaments and joints under the control of the central and

peripheral nervous systems. With aging and disease, balance,

strength, joint health, motor coordination and cognitive processing

can be affected and introduce mobility impairments. Mobility

impairments can take many forms (difficulty in kneeling, sitting

down, rising, standing, walking, and/or climbing stairs) that have

functional impacts in everyday life.

The evaluation of mobility impairments is the key to many

clinical practices in the field of orthopaedics, neurology, geriatrics

and rehabilitation. From the determination of the appropriate

intervention to assessing changes related to this intervention,

outcomes related to the measurement of mobility impairments are

used across the continuum of care. Traditionally, mobility

impairments are measured using self-report questionnaires,

performance based clinical tests or with instrumented techniques

such as 3D capture of joint motion with optical or magnetic

tracking systems. 3D capture of joint motion with optical or

magnetic tracking systems is expensive, complex to configure and

operate for clinicians but offer highly accurate tracking within a

given volume [1]. Accurate tracking is however limited to a
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specific motion capture volume with either a clear line of sight

between multiples cameras and the markers used for the optical

systems, or without any ferrous elements to minimize magnetic

tracker distortion for the magnetic tracking systems. Furthermore,

the motion capture volume is generally constrained in space and

the equipment (camera, transmitter and receiver) has to be

positioned optimally in the environment to obtain this accuracy.

In the field of biomechanics, inertial measurements of motion

[2] is emerging as an alternative to optical or magnetic 3D motion

capture systems for the measurement of mobility impairments [3–

6]. The inertial measurement of motion relies upon the

determination of an absolute orientation expressed in a global

coordinate system, based on gravity and magnetic North. To do

so, such systems make use of data from inertial sensors

(accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers) which, combined

with a fusion algorithm (e.g. Kalman filter), allows the determi-

nation of the global orientation of the module. The merge of three

types of inertial sensors with a fusion algorithm is referred to as

Attitude and Heading Reference Systems (AHRS). By attaching

an AHRS module on a limb, one can determine the orientation of

that limb in a global reference. Analysis of orientation variations

can, for example, be used to analyse trunk kinematics [7]. If two

limbs have AHRS modules attached to them, it is then possible to

reconstruct the kinematics of joint motion for a specific joint.

Ferrari et al. [5] used multiple AHRS to measure gait parameters,

mainly hip, knee and ankle joint angles during normal walk while

Cutti et al. [4] developed a protocol that measures the

scapulothoracic, humerothoracic and elbow 3D kinematics, again

using AHRS. One of the main interests of using AHRS in

biomechanics is that it allows functional evaluation of motion in

realistic environments and conditions with fewer operational

constraints then optical or magnetic motion capture systems. Their

long-term recording capabilities also allow the capture of changes

and variability in motion in a given scenario (e.g. sustained walking

with turning, stair ascend and descend over one floor, etc.).

While AHRS offer advantages over traditional methods of

motion capture for use in clinical biomechanics, they also have

limitations, which haven’t been extensively documented. The

accuracy specifications provided by the manufacturers are

presented with caveats and are undocumented, which raises a

lot of questions. Are all the commercially available systems

comparable? Can someone use these systems out of the box and

trust the measurements? How are the measurements truly affected

by environmental variations and specific motion?

Recent studies have explored the validity of AHRS under

different contexts of use in biomechanics [4,5,7–14]. Picerno et al.

[11] addressed the accuracy of AHRS by evaluating the

consistency of multiple modules in determining their orientation

with respect to a common and invariant global frame, using 9

IMUs aligned and fixed on a Plexiglas plank. The authors

concluded that the IMUs tested defined their orientation

differently, with a worst-case discrepancy measured of 5.7u under

different static conditions. Cutti et al. [13] again used a rigid plate

with four modules. A series of static and dynamic acquisitions were

performed, and orientation errors for each pair of modules were

computed. The effect of velocity and direction of rotation on

precision was then assessed, revealing a worst-case orientation

error of 5.4u and 11.6u for mean rotation velocities of 180u/s and

360u/s respectively. Brennan et al [12] used an instrumented

Gimbal modelling of a right knee to assess accuracy of a pair of

IMU. Comparing the inertial measurement with a potentiometer

gold standard, they identified root-mean-square errors of 3.2u for

flexion/extension, 3.4u for abduction/adduction and 2.9u for

internal/external rotation. Although this setup considered the

IMUs in their context of use and that the Gimbal was built to

minimize alignment errors, it is again based on manually-

controlled, un-reproducible conditions and does not allow

differentiating between absolute and relative errors, i.e. single

module measurement error versus global reference discrepancies.

Most of those validity studies were performed on a single type of

system at a time, in so-called ‘clean’ environments, and procedures

varied from one study to the other, making it very hard to

compare the different conclusions. The scope of the present study

is therefore to characterize the criterion validity of different types

of market-available AHRS using a controlled bench test with an

optical motion analysis system as gold standard. Specifically, the

objectives of this paper are: 1) to describe and to compare the

absolute and relative accuracy of multiple units of three different

types of AHRS systems under various types of motion; and 2) to

evaluate the effect of motion velocity on the accuracy of these

measurements.

Materials and Methods

Attitude and Heading Reference Systems (AHRS)
The development of AHR systems has been growing rapidly in

the last three years in terms of research publications and

commercialization of new systems and algorithms. The current

study considers three market available AHRS systems for

biomechanics from established companies (Xsens [15], Inertial

Lab [16], APDM [17]). The selected systems all integrate 3-D

accelerometers, 3-D gyroscopes and 3-D magnetometers within

each sensing unit or module as well as a fusion algorithm allowing

orientation data to be computed from the sensors measurements.

Figure 1 illustrates the different AHRS systems and the accuracy

of the orientation data under different conditions of use for each

AHRS system, as marketed by the manufacturers. The selected

AHRS systems were purchased independently, at market price, in

the last three years by the researchers as part of on-going research

projects. Prior to testing, each manufacturer was contacted with a

list of the material to be used, the detailed configuration selected,

the firmware and software information and the procedure

established for their system in order to make sure the results

obtained reflect reality and best use of their system. Later, a subset

of the data was sent to each company to ensure proper tuning

properties were selected for the Gimbal use case scenario (see

Bench Test Apparatus below).

The first system considered is the MTx from Xsens [15]. MTx

modules, as shown in Figure 1 (A), connect to an Xbus Kit, which

communicates wirelessly to a receiver linked to a PC. Data

acquisition was performed at 100 Hz using MT Manager Version

1.7.0 configured for human motion, as suggested by the

manufacturer. The second system is the Opal modules from

APDM [17]. The OPAL modules are wireless and communicate

through an access point connected to a PC. Part (B) of Figure 1

shows the OPAL modules and their peripheral equipment. Data

acquisition was performed at 128 Hz with Motion Studio v.

1.0.0.201204181627. Motion studio did not have at the time

specific settings to adjust for the environment or motion recorded.

The third system to be characterized is the OSv3 from Inertial

Labs [16]. The specific modules used were initially incorporated

within a motion capture suit, the IGS-180 commercialized by

Animazoo [18]. For the purpose of the study, a branch of four

OSv3 modules was extracted from the suit. Those modules were

used for the characterization study along with a MPU in which the

different branches of sensors connect. Figure 1 (C) illustrates the

equipment used for this part of the study. Data was acquired using

Animaserver version 10.4 at 60 Hz and later reprocessed following

Accuracy of Inertial Measures of Motion
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an update of the SDK library (v. 2.0.1.4703). This updated SDK

library came with a list of scenarios from which to choose from in

order to configure the fusion algorithm. Upon recommendation

from the manufacturer, human motion scenario was selected.

Bench Test Apparatus
In order to enable for AHRS comparison, the experimental

setup considered controlled motion (speed and direction) in a

standardized tests scenario. The validity criterion of the accuracy

of the different AHRS was therefore established independently

under controlled conditions using an instrumented bench test

(Figure 2). The bench test is comprised of a 3-axes Gimbal table

which allows single or multi- axes trajectories of motions for a

payload attached to the center plate. Motion is commanded in

velocity and is limited to 360u/s per axis. The table is entirely

made of aluminum and was designed to minimize the impact of

electromagnetic fields induced by motors. The Gimbal table was

positioned within a typical clinical biomechanical environment

(i.e. gait lab of the Research Centre on Aging, at the CSSS-IUGS

hospital). While the space is not optimized for electromagnetic

field variations, a minimum clearance of 2 m was established

between the center of the Gimbal table and any ferrous material

(cabinets, beam…) [19], except for the ferrous material comprised

within the Gimbal table motors which was located a minimum of

0.5 m away. The impact of both the permanent magnets of the

motors and the magnetic field induced with the motor powered-on

were verified experimentally, and were shown to be within

magnetometers’ noise level at 0.4 m.

Figure 1. Selected Systems (A) MTx from Xsens (B) APDM Opal and (C) OSv3 from Inertial Labs. AHRS Systems and their Advertised
Technical Specifications: (A) Xsens MTx, (B) APDM Opal, and (C) Inertial Labs OSv3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079945.g001

Figure 2. Bench Test Apparatus and Optical Marker Setup. (A)
General Bench Test Overview (B) Payload.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079945.g002

Accuracy of Inertial Measures of Motion
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Experimental Protocol
Each system was evaluated separately on the Gimbal table,

using a standardized protocol. Specifically, four modules from the

same company were carefully attached to the center plate of the

Gimbal table and visually aligned as shown in Figure 2. For each

system, a warm-up period in which modules were rotated in all

directions, at slow speed, was performed prior to official data

collection in order to warm-up the electronics. Experimental

conditions included static positions conditions, 1-axis trajectories

(slow and fast) as well as 3-axes trajectories (slow and fast) dynamic

conditions. Slow and fast velocities were fixed to about 90o/s and

180o/s. Static positions conditions were recorded in two stages

(three prior to the dynamic trials sequence and three afterwards).

At each position, a 20s stabilization period was granted to ensure

that the dynamic part of the movement did not interfere with the

measurement. Mean orientation was computed over the following

30s. For each dynamic condition, three trials were performed. The

start-up position of the AHRS during dynamic trials was

standardized so to minimize possible effect of inertia on the trials’

repeatability. Furthermore, dynamic trials all considered an initial

5s stabilization period followed by a 2 minutes dynamic motion at

commanded speed. The effect of velocity on accuracy was

evaluated using the first dynamic 30s of the appropriate trials.

Figure 3 illustrates an overview of the motion captured by an

AHRS module compared to the gold standard. The motion

described in this figure corresponds to a 1-axis rotation performed

at two different speeds. For slow movement (part A of the figure),

both curves seem to be following each other. However, a closer

look specifically at the peaks of the curves showed a slight

difference between the two curves, which increased as time passed.

This difference is illustrated in part C of that same figure. The

right part of that same figure compares the AHRS tracking versus

gold standard for that same 1-axis movement performed at higher

speed. The graphic shows a more important difference between

the two curves, which suggests an effect of velocity on accuracy.

Data Reduction for Orientation Accuracy Evaluation
Measure of accuracy. Traditionally, movement is expressed

in Euler angles as this representation is more intuitive and close to

biomechanical models used to describe human motions. However,

such 3D analysis strategy, just like any other 3D representation, is

highly dependent upon the accuracy of the biomechanical model

used to derive the proper reference frame and/or upon alignment.

This study therefore proposed to directly consider the global range

of motion on segmented movement, making the measurement

independent of any biomechanical model. This global approach

allows characterization of the AHRS modules orientation, tracking

performance while removing alignment protocol uncertainties. It

also does not assume a constant inertial frame throughout the

movement (for comparison with gold standard).

The AHRS orientation at time t is therefore expressed in terms

of the standardized trial’s AHRS initial orientation, using

quaternions. Then, one can compare global range of motion

(ROM) measured by each of the AHRS module to a gold

standard. The underlying assumption regarding the equivalence of

movement between the modules and the Gimbal’s center plate is

considered reasonable, as the latter was designed rigidly to

minimize its deformation. A quaternion is an angle-axis represen-

tation of the attitude of a rigid body; represented using a four-

component vector which redundancy ensures avoidance of

singularities [20]. Global ROM can be computed directly from

the first component of the quaternion. From the definition of

quaternion:

q~

q0

q1

q2

q3

2
666664

3
777775~

cos (w=2)

ax sin (w=2)

ay sin (w=2)

az sin (w=2)

2
666664

3
777775~

g

e

" #
,where g~ cos (w=2) and e~a sin (w=2)

ROM,w~2a cos (q0)

Measure of absolute accuracy. Absolute accuracy refers to

the ability of a module to measure a change in orientation

resulting from continuous movement or a change between static

positions. Absolute accuracy was assessed by comparing the

AHRS orientation measurement to those of a gold standard. For

this study we used the Optotrak optical motion capture system

from Northern Digital [21] as a gold standard. According to the

manufacturer, the accuracy of the Optotrak 3020 position sensor is

0.1 mm for x,y coordinates and 0.15 mm for z coordinates at a

distance of 2.25 m. The center plate of the Gimbal table was

instrumented with 16 active markers from which a rigid body was

built, considering a set of pre-determined constraints. These

markers were tracked using 4 Optotrak camera sensors which

positions were optimized so to derive the orientation of the rigid

body with a worst-case precision estimated to 0.7u based on Monte

Carlo analysis. Gold standard data acquisition was done through

NDI First Principle v.1.2.4, at a frequency of 100 Hz. Then,

AHRS data were resampled, if required, and synchronized to the

reference data in post-processing using cross-correlation principal

and visual confirmation. All data processing was performed in

MatlabH (v.7.12.0.635 (R2011a) from MathWorks).

The accuracy of AHRS was assessed by computing the mean

difference in the ROM measured by the inertial system and the

gold standard, hereafter referred to as ROMd . Each condition was

repeated three times and measured simultaneously by four

modules of the same type; hence 12 measurements are issued

per condition. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to evaluate

the impact of velocity on the precision of the measurements, per

condition. Then, following verification of the normality of the data

using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, a numerical appreciation of the

impact of velocity on data precision was computed using limits of

agreement [22] with a 95% confidence interval.

Measure of relative accuracy. AHRS modules for biome-

chanical applications are often used in pairs to measure relative

motion at a joint. In addition to considering the ability of the

involved modules to measure the same amplitude of motion when

submitted to equivalent motion, relative accuracy also considers

the ability of different AHRS modules to express this movement in

a matching reference frame. In other words, if two AHRS modules

aligned on a plane undergo the exact same movement at the same

time, their relative orientation should remain the same throughout

the movement. On a sensor level, one could talk about inter-sensor

consistency. However, since such consistency can translate directly

into a biomechanical measurement accuracy (i.e. joint angle

accuracy), the authors preferred to use the term ‘‘relative

accuracy’’. Relative accuracy can therefore be assessed by

measuring the variation of the relative orientation between

modules during the different trials. The variable defined for

relative accuracy is therefore the mean variation in the relative

orientation for a pair of modules, hereafter referred to as DORd .

Statistical analysis strategy for relative accuracy follows the same

logic as for absolute accuracy, but considering the 6 pairs of

h
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modules available for each trial, hence 18 measurements per

condition.

Results

Absolute accuracy during static and dynamic conditions
The absolute accuracy of the measures of orientation changes

between consecutive static positions was evaluated by analyzing

the limits of agreement of the changes measured by the AHRS

modules (4 modules per company * 4 trials = 16 measures) to the

changes measured by the gold standard using the Bland and

Altman method with a 95% confidence level [22]. Overall, all

three AHRS systems (Xsens MTx, APDM Opal, Inertial Labs

OsV3) performed similarly in terms of absolute accuracy under

static conditions. Mean differences in orientation changes mea-

sured between AHRS data and the gold standard was –0.3u62.8u
for Xsens MTx, –0.01u62.9u for APDM Opal and –0.5u63.3u for

Inertial Labs OsV3.

The differences between orientation measures for all three

AHRS systems compared to the gold standard evaluated at

different speeds of motion during single and multi-axis motions in

the Gimbal table are illustrated in Figure 4. Averages and standard

deviations are computed from twelve 30-second trials (4 AHRS

modules per company * 3 trials). Under uni-axial slow motion

(90u/s), differences in orientation measures between the AHRS

systems and the gold standard were, on average, less than 0.5

degrees for AHRS modules from one company (0.5u around x,

0.4u around y and 0.3u around z for Xsens MTx) and slightly

higher for the other two companies (0.8u around x, 2.6u around y

and 1.9u around z for Inertial Labs OsV3; 2.6u around x, 3.1u
around y and 1.9u around z for APDM Opal). Differences in

orientation measures between the AHRS systems and the gold

standard were similar for all AHRS system under multi-axial slow

motions then uni-axial slow motions (1.0u for Xsens MTx; 2.0u for

Inertial Labs OsV3; 1.2u for APDM Opal).

For uni-axial dynamic trials at high speed (i.e. 180o/s) the

differences in orientation measures between the AHRS systems

and the gold standard were significantly higher than those

observed at slow motion. However, the impact of the speed of

motion was also significantly less during multi-axis dynamic trials

then single axis dynamic trials at high speed. AHRS modules from

Figure 3. Orientation Tracking Overview. Orientation tracking with AHRS system and optical gold standard during single axis motion along with
the computed error. Gimbal Table velocity at <90deg/s (A and C) and <180deg/s (B and D).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079945.g003

Accuracy of Inertial Measures of Motion
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two of the three companies were incapable of tracking the

orientation of the module with accuracy below 7 degrees during

single axis or multi-axis motions at high speed, with AHRS

modules from one company clearly diverging after few cycles

(Inertial Labs OsV3).

Relative accuracy during dynamic conditions
The mean relative accuracy computed for all AHRS systems

under single and multi-axis motions in the Gimbal table are

illustrated in Figure 5. Results show that differences in orientation,

when evaluated using pairs of modules, increases in comparison to

those reported for absolute accuracy relative to gold standard

under conditions of slow or fast motions (Figure 4). In slow motion,

relative accuracy varied from 2 degrees to 7 degrees depending on

the system and the rotation orientation (2.5u for x-rotation, 1.8u for

y-rotation, 2.0u for z-rotation and 3.1 for multi-axes rotation for

Xsens MTx; 5.8u, 6.3u, 2.5u, 5.3u for x, y, z and multi-axes

respectively for APDM Opal; 6.1u, 4.3u, 5.3u and 7.3u for x, y, z

and multi-axes rotation for Inertial Labs OsV3). Under fast

motions, the best performance in mean relative accuracy was

obtained with Xsens MTx modules, which have shown a precision

between 2 and 5 degrees. Relative accuracy for other AHRS

modules in conditions of single axis fast motions was highly

variable with mean accuracy ranging between 12 degrees to 25

degrees for APDM Opal while Inertial Labs OsV3 diverged after a

few cycles of single-axis fast motion. Under multi-axis conditions of

motion, mean relative accuracy of all AHRS systems was less than

6.5 degrees (3.1u for Xsens MTx; 5.2u for APDM Opal; 6.3u for

Inertial Labs OsV3).

Effect of velocity
Significant differences (p,0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) in

absolute accuracy with respect to the gold standard were observed

when comparing orientations measured under condition of slow

movement versus conditions of fast movement for all but one

direction of motion (Table 1). The impact of the change in velocity

on absolute accuracy of AHRS modules was computed by

establishing mean limits of agreement between mean differences

observed under condition of slow movement’s versus conditions of

fast movement for each company and each direction of

Figure 4. Absolute Accuracy in Dynamic Conditions. Absolute Accuracy in Dynamic Condition for (A) Xsens MTx, (B) APDM Opal and (C) Inertial
Labs OSv3. *Standard deviation is illustrated one-way for clarity purpose.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079945.g004

Accuracy of Inertial Measures of Motion
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movement. The mean values for the limits of agreement between

conditions are listed in Table 1. The impact of changing the

velocity of motions on the absolute accuracy varied across

conditions and AHRS systems. Xsens MTx modules remained

relatively stable with a mean difference in accuracy due to velocity

below 1.4u for a cyclic movement of 30 seconds. APDM Opal

AHRS modules showed differences in mean accuracy due to

velocity varying from 5.9 to 11.5 degrees for single axis motions,

and less than one degree for multi-axis motion. The effect of

velocity for single axis motion is above 15u in the case of Inertial

Labs OSv3 modules due to the observed divergence of orientation

data. However, the mean difference between slow and fast mean

multi-axes motion is 3.8u.

The impacts of increased velocity on the relative accuracy were

greater than those observed for absolute accuracy. While Xsens

MTx modules have shown a mean difference in relative accuracy

remaining below 2.2u regardless of the type of motion, APDM

Opals presented a mean variation varying from 0.1u to 18.4u, and

Inertial Labs OSv3 modules obtained a mean difference varying

between 1.0u and over 100u, again explained by the divergence of

the algorithm.

Discussion

Absolute and relative accuracy of AHRS systems are affected by

environmental magnetic perturbations and conditions of motions.

However, most AHRS validation studies published so far were

Figure 5. Relative Accuracy in Dynamic Conditions. Relative Accuracy in Dynamic Conditions for (A) Xsens MTx, (B) APDM Opal and (C) Inertial
Labs OSv3. *Standard deviation is illustrated one-way for clarity purpose.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079945.g005

Table 1. Effect of Velocity on Absolute Accuracy and Relative accuracy.

Xsens MTx APDM Opal Inertial Labs OSv3

ABSOLUTE ACC. RELATIVE ACC. ABSOLUTE ACC. RELATIVE ACC. ABSOLUTE ACC. RELATIVE ACC.

X rotation *0.9u61.2u *2.2u64.4u *7.4u610.7u *7.0u612.9u *15.4u626.7u *28.8u643.6u

Y rotation *1.4u61.6u *2.1u63.2u *11.5u621.4u *18.4u632.1u *74.2u665.4u *119.4u670.2u

Z rotation 0.01u60.3u 0.2u61.0u *5.9u611.6u *11.0u612.8u *96.0u634.3u *116.0u681.8u

3-axes rotation *0.4u60.6u 0.1u61.6u *0.9u62.1u –0.1u64.3u *3.8u67.1u –1.0u67.0u

*Velocity effect on accuracy statistically significant with a= 0.05.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079945.t001

Accuracy of Inertial Measures of Motion
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conducted in a so-called ‘‘clean’’ environment where dynamic

conditions were induced manually. While the latter limits trial

reproducibility, the control over the magnetic environment

certainly limits the inference on the accuracy conclusion to real-

world conditions. This study attempts to overcome these limits

with the use of a 3-axes Gimbal table commanded in velocity to

enhance trial reproducibility. Furthermore, this study was

conducted in a regular biomechanical lab and the different

systems were configured and used according to the manufacturers’

approved protocol. Although the environmental conditions are

known to be perturbed to some extent, all systems were evaluated

under the same conditions for reliable bench-marking.

The AHRS systems evaluated in this study demonstrated

acceptable single and multi-axis absolute angular motion accuracy

under conditions of slow motion but were affected by velocity

dependent errors at sustained high-speed motions. In slow

motions, all three AHRS systems have shown a mean absolute

accuracy below 3.1u, regardless of the direction of motion (, 1u
for Xsens MTx, , 3.1u for APDM Opals; ,2.6u for Inertial Labs

OSv3). Xsens absolute accuracy results were within the manufac-

turer’s claimed values, APDM was slightly higher, by 0.3u, while

Inertial Labs OSv3 technical specifications do not mention any

dynamic accuracy data. Evaluation of relative accuracy, however,

has shown that use of multiple AHRS modules increases the error

on the measurement. Such variation in absolute versus relative

accuracy tends to confirm Picerno et al. [11] statement that

accuracy is partly due to the ability of all modules to locate the

exact same global reference coordinate system, regardless of the

environmental magnetic perturbations.

From a clinical point of view, the results of this study

demonstrate that all three systems could be suitable for clinical

investigation of coarse biomechanical features of motion for a

given segment during slow movements (e.g. trunk inclination

during transfers from siting to standing, knee range of motion

during regular walk, etc…) but evaluation of more refined

biomechanical features of fast segments (e.g. wrist monitoring

during everyday tasks, sports biomechanics, etc.) would benefit

from optimization of the fusion algorithm which relies greatly on

the tuning of: (1) the fusion algorithm parameters; and (2) the

magnetic compensation algorithm. Some companies address the

former issue by providing different scenarios to choose from (e.g.

human, human large acceleration, machine…). Although this

approach is believed to help the filter’s performance, it is not

available for all systems and if so, the choice of the appropriate

scenario is not always obvious. For example, manufacturers

recommended using the ‘‘Human’’ scenario for two of the systems

characterized in the present study involving the Gimbal table.

The fundamentals of AHRS offer great possibilities in

biomechanics although the actual way of computing relative data

assumes that the magnetic environment around the modules is

constant and equivalent. Current filtering practices attempt to

recognize and compensate for variation in the magnetic environ-

ment relative to an ‘‘absolute’’ truth. However, the quality of the

relative measurement does not necessarily rely on the ability of the

module to locate the exact Earth’s magnetic North, but on the

ability of the two modules to locate the same reference. Hence, the

authors feel that a relative orientation filter could be a suitable

approach. To the authors’ opinion, optimal use of AHRS system

will therefore be achieved through more user-friendly approach of

parameters tuning as well as more reliable magnetic compensation

algorithm.

This paper also shows that velocity has a significant impact on

both absolute and relative accuracy, regardless of the AHRS

system considered, for almost any direction of rotation. However,

the extent of this impact varies according to the system involved. A

similar effect of velocity on Xsens data accuracy was also reported

in [13] although the methods of evaluation, the chosen velocities as

well as the duration of the trials were different. We intend to

further evaluate the impact of the velocity effect on biomechanical

features evaluation in clinical settings.

The Gimbal setup allows performance comparison of different

systems under controlled conditions as well as systems robustness

assessment. However, the Gimbal table also corresponds to

extreme conditions for AHRS evaluation, as the imposed rotation

is continuous while human motion can be assumed to have a zero-

mean acceleration and angular speed over a certain period of time.

This particularity of the Gimbal table may even explain the

discrepancies observed between one-axis rotation accuracy versus

multi-axes rotation accuracies. Furthermore, robustness of AHRS

to such extreme conditions can also partly explain why Inertial

Labs OSv3 modules diverge for high velocity 1-axis trials.

Nevertheless, the Xsens MTx system has shown a greater

robustness to velocity change and direction of movement than

the other two systems. One possible explanation for these results is

the configuration settings Xsens MTx modules allow. For the

purpose of the current study, Xsens system was configured with

appropriate information regarding the location of the experiment

(i.e. Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada) as well as the exact gravita-

tional attraction corresponding to this location. These settings

certainly improved the determination of the true global reference

frame, enabling the correction of the angle between gravity vector

and magnetic field. It is therefore believed to help the magnetic

compensation algorithm. Furthermore, Xsens allows fusion

algorithm tuning through the selection of pre-established scenarios

(human motion, machine, etc.). These settings are believed to

adjust the different algorithm tuning parameters to enhance the

performance according to the type of movement and environment

the modules will be used in. Inertial labs OSv3 also has some sort

of scenario settings although the addition of such scenarios is fairly

recent and is therefore believed to be not as tuned as Xsens’

scenarios.

Conclusion

The main objectives of this paper were to provide an

independent evaluation of market-available systems performance

and to determine the ability of those systems to be used in

biomechanics. The mean 3u accuracy reported in this study for

slow motion allows the author to conclude that AHRS is truly an

attractive solution for mobility evaluation, especially when

considering their lightweight, portable and low-energy consump-

tion characteristics. These features make AHRS modules good

candidates for long-term real life mobility evaluation, although

effect of time on the accuracy of the measures will need to be

evaluated. The variation in the accuracy results illustrated in this

paper together with the demonstrated impact of velocity on this

accuracy clearly raise the importance to carefully choose the

appropriate AHRS system that suits the study’s needs. However,

accuracy may also relate to extensive settings or configuration

procedures. Hence, when selecting an AHR system, one should

clearly consider (1) the static and/or dynamic accuracy of the

system, (2) the ergonomics of the system (e.g. wired vs wireless, size

of modules, single-segment evaluation vs full-body kinematics…)

and (3) the ease of configuration and use of the system. We have

no reasons to believe that the differences in hardware configura-

tion between the AHRS played a significant role in the differences

observed in this study. So, changes in the fusion algorithm
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implementation and tuning could greatly improve the perfor-

mance of less performing systems.

Furthermore, this study described the performance and limits of

the different market-available systems under controlled conditions.

However, the Gimbal table can truly be seen as a torture table for

AHRS as the movement is continuous as opposed to human

motion which can be assumed to have a zero-mean acceleration

and angular speed over a certain period of time. For example, one

can wonder what will the impact be of the bad results seen for

certain systems at high speed if such high speed is in fact limited to

a fraction of a second. Furthermore, the Gimbal table being fixed

in the lab, the current study evaluates the performance of the

systems in a single but ‘‘unclean’’ magnetic environment. Future

work should therefore aim at evaluating the extent of the velocity

effect in clinical evaluation settings as well as environmental

effects, using a specific protocol designed to measure those

impacts.
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